



































 The Chinese Characters of the Chinese Character Dictionary 
 KONNO Shinji 
 Abstract ?From the beginning of the Meiji Era to the 40th year of Meiji, a number 
of Chinese character dictionaries used Chinese characters as entry words.  The 
number of entry words vary among the dictionaries.  They were divided into three 
groups: dictionaries with less than 5,000 words as ?small scale?, those with more 
than 5,000 words and less than 10,000 words as ?medium scale? and those with 
more than 10,000 words as ?large scale.? The theme of this paper describes how 
the Chinese characters are classified and registered as entry words in most 
published Chinese character dictionaries.  The research question is how are the 
Chinese characters differently registered in the ?small scale,? medium scale,? and 
?large scale? dictionaries? This paper presents a method that verifies the 
differences.  This method, which was practiced in the Muromachi Era way before 
the Meiji Era, focuses on two Chinese characters assumed to be understood easily, 
?ikou? and ?isei,? and is based on whether these two Chinese characters are 
registered in the dictionary or not.  As a result, these two Chinese characters were 
found only in the ?large scale? dictionary.  That is, ?small scale? and ?medium 
scale? dictionaries did not register the characters that had already been considered 
in the Meiji Era as those that were easily understood, and the dictionary with more 
than 10,000 characters had registered these characters.  In other words, ?large 
scale? Chinese character dictionaries increased prescriptive characters by adding 
these characters.  There has not been a precedent case that has concretely 
presented the kind of Chinese characters that are registered in the Chinese 
character dictionaries.  This paper has introduced this one method. 
 Keywords: Chinese Character Dictionary, Strata of Chinese Characters, Scope of 
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